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Abstract: In this paper we present results from experiments for storing RDF ontologies by means of Natural 
Language Addressing. For experiments we have realized system OntoArM aimed to store RDF triples in multi-
layer hash tables (information spaces with variable size). The main features of system OntoArM are outlined in 
the paper. Analysis of the experimental results concluded the work. 
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Introduction 

The word ontology can be used and has been used with very different meanings attached to it. Ironically, the 
ontology field suffered a lot from ambiguity. The Knowledge Engineering Community borrowed the term 
“Ontology” from the name of a branch of philosophy and converted into an object: “ontology”. In the mid-90s 
philosophers “took it back” and began to clean the definitions that had been adopted [Gandon, 2002]. 

Formally, the ontology consists of: (1) Terms organized in taxonomy; (2) Definitions of terms and attributes; 
(3) Axioms and rules for inference. 

The ontology formally can be described by the ordered triple O = <X,R,F> [Palagin & Yakovlev, 2005; Gavrilova, 
2001; Palagin, 2006; Guarino, 1998], where X, R, F are a finite sets accordingly: X is a set of concepts (terms) 
from the subject area; R is a set of relationships between the elements of X; F is a set of functions to interpret the 
X and/or R. 

Classifications of ontologies from different points of view and based on different principles are given in many 
publications [Bashmakov, 2005; Dobrov et al, 2009]. 

Traditionally, ontologies are built by highly trained knowledge engineers with the assistance of domain 
specialists. It’s time-consuming and laborious task. Ontology tools also require users to be trained knowledge 
representation and predicate logic. 

There are several approaches for representing ontologies. An example of such approach is using of XML. It is a 
popular markup language of metadata. With the development of the XML, different definitions of metadata have 
been proposed such as Dublin Core [Weibel et al, 1998] and ebXML [ebxml, 2012]. 

However, from the viewpoint of ontology, XML is not suited to describe the interrelationships of resources 
[Gunther, 1998]. Therefore, W3C has suggested the “Resource Description Framework” (RDF). There are 
several ontology languages like XML, RDF schema RDF(S), DAML+OIL and OWL. Many ontology tools have 
been developed for implementing metadata of ontology using these languages [Hertel et al, 2009]. 

Operations with ontologies are functions of the so called “middleware”. What is called middleware is the layer 
implementing the access to the physical ontology data store.  
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Besides an inference mechanism, the access layer should provide functions for creating, querying and deleting 
data in the store. 

While adding data requires parsing and ideally a validation of the incoming ontology sentences, querying the 
ontology store needs the implementation of some kind of query language as well as an interpretation and a 
translation of this query language into calls to the physical storage. 

Another important feature of this layer is the possibility to export ontology data to a file for exchange with other 
systems [Hertel et al, 2009]. 

The operations with several ontologies are needed when one application uses multiple ontologies, especially 
when using modular design of ontologies or when we need to integrate with systems that use other ontologies. 

Tools for developing ontologies 

The tools for developing ontologies allow users to define new concepts, relationships and instances, i.e. to create 
and/or expand existing ontologies. The ontology tools may contain some additional features such as graphical 
representation, information search and additional tuning [Noy & Musen, 2002]. Such tools are, for instance, 
SWOOP [Kalyanpur et al, 2005], Top Braid composer [TBC, 2012], Internet Business Logic [IBL, 2012], 
OntoTrack [Liebig & Noppens, 2003] and IHMC Cmap Ontology Editor [Hayes et al, 2005]. 

“Chimaera” helps with merging ontologies. It provides suggestions for subsumption, disjointness or instance 
relationship. These suggestions are generated heuristically and are provided for an operator, so that he may 
choose which one will be actually used [Chimaera, 2012]. “PROMT” (or “SMART”) system is a similar system 
that provides suggestions based on linguistic similarity, ontology structure and user actions. It points the user to 
possible effects of these changes [Promt, 2012]. 

In [OntoTools, 2012] more than 150 tools (ontology editors) are outlined. Many of the tools are closed systems. 
Therefore, it is not possible to evaluate the full functional capabilities. Thus, the choice of editor of ontologies for 
practical purposes depends of: Free distribution; Local use of the web interface; Extensibility of functional 
possibilities of the applications; Ability to include modules designed by the user. The basic features, capabilities, 
advantages, disadvantages, and comparative analysis of available onto-editors are given in a number of 
meaningful overviews [Ovdei & Proskudina, 2004; Calvanese et al, 2007; Filatov et al, 2007]. 

The instrumental systems for ontological engineering can be divided into three main groups [Ovdei & 
Proskudina, 2004]: 

 The first group includes tools for creating ontologies that provide: Maintenance of collaborative 
development and review; Creation of ontologies according to any methodology; Maintenance of 
reasoning; 

 The second group includes tools for: Unification of ontologies; Discovering semantic relations between 
different ontologies; Alignment the ontologies by establishing links between them and allowing the 
aligned ontologies to reuse information from one another [Noy & Musen, 1999]; 

 The third group includes tools for annotation of Web-based ontology resources. 

General disadvantages of the instrumental systems are: 

 Lack of automatic (or automated) procedures for forming components of ontologies; 

 User interface based only on English, which does not permit using of other languages, such as 
Bulgarian, Russian, Greek, etc.; 

 The structure of concepts may be built by only one type of relationships; 
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 For most commonly available ontological systems it is impossible to work with ontologies of large 
volume (e.g. OntoEdit free – up to 50 concepts); 

 Many tools store the ontologies in text files, which limits the speed of access to ontologies; 

 Some functions are not available in the free versions of the tools; 

 User documentation is not good enough. 

The above shortcomings of popular English language ontological tools exist in similar instruments from Russian 
segment, in particular, "Multi-layer ontology editor" [Artemieva & Reshtanenko, 2008], "OntoEditor+" [Nevzorova 
et al, 2004] and others. 

Comparative analysis of the ontology tools shows that all systems use finished products for data storing, which 
are limited to text files or relational databases. Both approaches for storing do not meet specific structures of the 
ontologies. This necessitates the development of new tools for storing ontologies. 

OntoArM 

OntoArM is a system for storing ontologies through Natural Language Addressing. Let remember, that the idea of 
Natural Language Addressing (NLA) [Ivanova et al, 2012a; 2012b; Ivanova et al, 2013a; 2013b; 2013c; 2013d; 
2013e; Ivanova, 2013; Ivanova, 2014] consists in using the computer encoding of name’s (concept’s) letters as 
logical address of connected to it information stored in a multi-dimensional numbered information spaces 
[Markov, 1984; Markov, 2004; Markov, 2004a]. This way no indexes are needed and high speed direct access to 
the text elements is available. It is similar to the natural order addressing in a dictionary where no explicit index is 
used but the concept by itself locates the definition. 

OntoArM is built over Natural Language Addressing Access Method and corresponded Archive Manager called 
NL-ArM, realized in [Ivanova, 2014]. OntoArM is aimed to store libraries of RDF ontologies in multi-layer hash 
tables (information spaces with variable size). Each ontological element can be stored by appropriate path, which 
is set by a natural language word or phrase. Below we will outline the main features of OntoArM. 

The main idea for storing ontologies in OntoArM follows the idea of multi-layer graph representation 
[Ivanova et al, 2012b]: the ontology relations are assumed as layers and the ontology concepts are assumed as 
paths valid for all layers. The information about concepts as well information about the links of the concepts with 
other concepts is stored in the corresponded containers located by the path in the corresponded layers. 

OntoArM has two modes of operation: Automated and Manual. 

OntoArM automated mode functions 

The OntoArM panel for working in automated mode is shown on Figures 1a and 1b. The main functions are 
Onto-Write and Onto-Read for which there are corresponded buttons. 

By “Onto-Write” button the function for storing RDF ontology definitions from a file can be activated. 

Ontologies are represented by sets of RDF triples. Each RDF triple (subject, relation and object) occupy one 
record in the input file. There is no limit to the number of records in the file. After pressing the “Onto-Write” 
button, the system reads records sequentially from the file and for each of them: 

― Transform the subject (concept) into path; 

― Store the object (definition and links) of the subject (concept) in the container located by the path in the 
file which corresponds to the layer given as relation in the triple. 

The input file is in CSV file format. Its records have the next format: <subject>;<relation>;<object><CR>. 
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After storing the triples, in the panel near to the “Onto-Write” button, OntoArM displays two informative lines 
(Figure 1a): 

 Total time used for storing all instances from the file; 

 Average time used for storing of one instance, in milliseconds. 

By “Onto-Read” button the function for reading objects (definitions) from the OntoArM archive can be activated. 
In the automated mode, Onto-Read uses as input a file with subjects (concepts) and relations (each couple on a 
separate line) and extract from corresponded layer theirs objects (definitions). If any object does not exist, the 
output is empty. 

Each subject (concept), its relation and object (definition) occupy one record in the output file. There is no limit to 
the number of records in the file. After pressing the “Onto-Read” button, the system reads concepts sequentially 
from the input file and for each of them: 

― Transform the subject (concept) into path; 

― Extract the object connected to this concept from relation layer using the path to locate it. 

The output file is in CSV file format. Its records have the next format: <subject>;<relation>;<object><CR>. 

In the panel next to the Onto-Read button, two informative lines are shown (Figure 1b): 

 Total time used for extracting of all instances; 

 Average time used for extracting of one instance, in milliseconds. 

 

  

a. Onto-Write panel with informative lines b. Onto-Read panel with informative lines 

Figure 1. OntoArM panel for working in automated mode 

 

The form has three service buttons: 

 The first ( ) serves as a transition to the form for manual input and output of data to/from the system 

archive; 

 The second ( ) is connected to the module for adjusting the environment of the system – archives, 

input and output information, etc.; 

 The third ( ) activates the help text (user guide) of the system. 
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In the same panel, there is a button which enables deleting the work archives of the OntoArM (for test control in 
this version, they are stored on the hard disk but not in the computer main memory). OntoArM is completed with 
compressing program and after storing the information prepares small archive for long time storage. 

OntoArM manual mode functions 

The OntoArM panel for working in manual mode is shown on Figures 2a and 2b. 

  

a. Manual input of the RDF-triple b. Manual reading the RDF-triple 

Figure 2. OntoArM panel for working in manual mode 
 

By “Onto-Write” button (Figure 2a) the function for storing RDF-triples can be activated. Each subject (concept) 
and its relation and object (definition) can be given in corresponded fields on the screen form. After pressing the 
“Onto-Write” button, the system reads information from the fields and: 

― Transform the subject (concept) into path; 

― Store the object (definition) of this subject (concept) in the container located by the path in the layer 
pointed by the relation. 

By “Onto-Read” button (Figure 2b) the function for reading RDF-objects (definitions) from the OntoArM archive 
can be activated. In the manual mode, Onto-Read uses as input the subject (concept) given in the screen field 
and extract from the archive its definition. If the definition does not exist, the output is empty definition. 

There are two possibilities: 

― Extract object from concrete layer given by corresponded relation; 

― Extract from all layers the objects which correspond to a given subject. 

After pressing the “Onto-Read” button, the system reads concept from the screen field and: 

― Transform the concept into path; 

― Extract the object (definition) of this concept from the container located by the path in the given layer or 
from all layers if the relation is replaced by an asterisk “*”. 

To update the content of a definition one may use form for manual work (Figure 2) and to follow the next steps: 
(1) Enter the concept and layer; (2) Activate reading current definition pressing the RDF-Read button; (3) Update 
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content of definition on screen; (4) Press RDF-Write button to store new variant of definition in the correspond 
archive. 

The fields for manual work allow copy/past (Figures 3a and 3b). The service buttons has similar functions as the 
same in the automated mode. The exit from the system can be done by the conventional way for Windows - by 
clicking on the cross in the upper right corner of the form. 

  

a. Copy from the input field b. Past in the field for reading 

Figure 3. Copy/past possibilities 
 

The NL-addressing is case sensitive. The words “cut” and “CUT” are absolutely different as NL-addresses. 
Because of this for words “cut” and “CUT” we have to use separate queries. Of course, it is easy to program the 
system automatically to use both capital and small letters. In Figure 4 the OntoArM report for the query “cut; *” is 
shown. The information is shown by program MS WordPad with “no word wrap” option. The definitions are 
shown “as_is” in the lexicographer files, i.e. the access method does not convert the information to any other 
style and stores and extracts the information “as_is”. 
 

 

Figure 4. OntoArM report for the query “cut; *” 
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Experiment for NL-storing ontologies 

To make experiment with real data, we use the WordNet [WordNet, 2012] as ontology and its 45 types of 
relations (given by its files of different types) we stored as 45 layers. The results from experiments for storing 
WordNet as ontology with 45 layers are given in Table 1. 

Time measured during the experiments presented below is highly dependent on the possibilities of operational 
environment and speed of computer hardware. We provided experiments on the next computer configuration: 

― Processor: Intel Core2 Duo T9550 2.66GHz; CPU Launched: 2009; 
― Physical Memory: 4.00 GB; 
― Hard Disk: 100 GB data partition; 2 GB swap; 
― Operating System: 64-bit operating system Windows 7 Ultimate SP1. 

 

Table 1. Experimental data for storing WordNet as ontology 

number of 
layers 

operation 
number of 
instances 

total time in 
milliseconds 

average time (ms) for one 
instance 

45 writing 117 709 96 643 0.82 

45 reading 112 945 91 618 0.81 

45 
work memory: 538 408 KB; permanent archive: 17 013 KB  

source text in 45 files - not compressed: 16 338 KB; compressed by WinZip: 4937 KB 

 

The difference in the numbers of instances in Table 1 is due to removing the equal instances and service 
information from input files when we use WordNet.  

117709 instances were stored for 96643 milliseconds and one instance has been stored for average time of 0.82 
milliseconds. 112945 instances were extracted for 89950 milliseconds and one instance has been extracted for 
average time of 0.80 milliseconds. In both cases, more than one thousand instances were processed for less 
than one second. 

The work memory for storing hash tables and theirs containers was 538 408 KB. To analyze work of system, the 
work memory was chosen to be in a file in the external memory. In further realizations of OntoArM, to accelerate 
the speed and to reduce used disk space, work memory may be realized as part of main memory (as 
dynamically allocated memory or as file mapped in memory). 

After finishing the work, occupied disk memory for compressed permanent archives is 17 013 KB, i.e. in this case 
the NL-indexing takes 12 076 KB additional compressed memory (the 45 sequential files with initial data occupy 
16 338 KB, and compressed by WinZip they take 4 937 KB). 

After updating, no recompiling of the OntoArM archive is needed. For less than one millisecond after entering 
new data, the information is ready for using. 

Conclusion 

In this paper we considered a system called OntoArM aimed for storing complex graph structures such as 
ontologies by means of Natural Language Addressing.  

The presented state of the art in this area has shown that main models for storing ontologies are sequential files 
and relational databases (i.e. sets of interconnected indexed sequential files with fixed records’ structure). 
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What we gain and loss using NL-Addressing for storing ontologies? 

The loss is additional memory for storing internal hash structures. But the same if no great losses we will have if 
we will build balanced search threes or other kind in external indexing. It is difficult to compare with other 
systems because such information practically is not published. 

The benefit is in two main achievements: 

 High speed for storing and accessing the information; 

 The possibility to access information immediately after storing without recompilation the database and 
rebuilding indexes. 

For static structured datasets it is more convenient to use standard utilities and compilated indexes. 
NL-addressing is suitable for dynamic processes of creating and further development of structured datasets due 
to avoiding recompilation of the database index structures and high speed access to every data element. 
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